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This paper ﬁrst presents a method to estimate Newell’s car-following model parameters
in congestion at a microscopic scale. I-80 NGSim data analysis shows that at this scale
driving behaviors vary from one vehicle to the another. Then, relations between stochas-
tic Newell’s model with heterogeneous drivers and its associated macroscopic pattern are
established. This proves that the mean jam spacing is the arithmetic mean of individual
jam spacings whereas the mean wave speed is the harmonic mean of individual wave
speeds. These new insights are valuable for (i) calibrating a macroscopic model from indi-
vidual observations and (ii) establishing the equivalence between the stochastic and the
well-calibrated deterministic versions of Newell’s model for a sufﬁciently large number
of vehicles.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Macroscopic analysis of microscopic car-following (CF) models has received a lot of attention in trafﬁc ﬂow literature
(Chandler et al., 1958; Kometani and Sasaki, 1961; Gipps, 1981). Such studies establish the connection between CF rules
and related continuum models (Zhang, 1998; Aw et al., 2002; Daganzo, 2006; Leclercq et al., 2007) or associated fundamen-
tal diagrams (May and Keller, 1967; Rakha and Crowther, 2002). However, in all these studies individual dispersion in driver
behaviors is disregarded since CF parameters are averaged. Indeed, distributing these parameters prevents from analytically
deriving the related continuum model. Thus, for typical microscopic models, the only way to depict the corresponding mac-
roscopic pattern is to gather the results obtained from several simulation runs.
This paper proposes an alternative method to connect a simple CF rule that accounts for individual driver behaviors
with its related macroscopic pattern. This method studies the propagation of waves generated by the CF model in con-
gested situations. Thus, the main macroscopic properties of the microscopic model can be achieved even if the related
continuum model is unknown. The stochastic version of Newell’s model (Newell, 2002) will support this study. This mod-
el was selected because (i) in congestion it only requires two parameters per vehicle (ii) it was shown to suitably ﬁt on-
ﬁeld data at a macroscopic scale (Ahn et al., 2004) and (iii) the related continuum formulation for a homogeneous ﬂeet of
vehicles is the well-known Lighthill–Whitham–Richards (LWR) model (Daganzo, 2006; Lighthill and Whitham, 1955;
Richards, 1956).
First of all, a paired analysis of vehicle trajectories extracted from NGSIM database will determine the experimental
distributions of the Newell’s CF (NCF) model parameters (Section 2). This study will also provide new convincing results
about NCF model ability to accurately reproduce individual trajectories in congestion. Section 3 will focus on the
macroscopic pattern associated to NCF model with respect to wave propagation and queue length. A brief discussion
is included in Section 4.. All rights reserved.
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ARTICLE IN PRESS2. An experimental analysis of NCF model parameters distributions
2.1. Newell’s model
Newell’s CF model (Newell, 2002) assumes that two consecutive vehicles are related in congestion by a shift ~wðsx=w; sxÞ
(see Fig. 1), where sx is the minimal or jam spacing between two vehicles that is observed at a null speed, and w is the wave
speed in congestion. Note that w is the slope of ~w. The ﬁrst coordinate of ~w corresponds to time and the second to space. The
shift ~w is uniform along the trajectory, i.e. the NCF parameters of a vehicle are constant in time. However, these parameters
may vary from one vehicle to another (Mauch and Cassidy, 2002; Ossen et al., 2006; Cassidy and Windover, 1998). NCF with
distributed ~w among vehicles will be referred in the sequel as the stochastic NCF (SNCF).2.2. Experimental data
Optimal ~w will now be determined for consecutive experimental trajectories extracted from the I-80 NGSim dataset
(NGSIM, 2006). Video recording was performed during afternoon rush period on a six lane highway near San Francisco, Cal-
ifornia. Notice that data were collected during congested period. Thus, the leader speed is always below 50 km/h. We will
focus on stable situations, i.e. vehicles pairs driving in the same lane without lane changing. A previous study has shown that
lane-changes are less frequent in lanes 2 and 3 (Chiabaut et al., 2009). Thus, we only consider these two lanes. Finally, 971
pairs of trajectories have been found.2.3. Calibrating at a microscopic scale
The literature on car-following models calibration is extensive. A method that is commonly adopted is to solve a lead-
vehicle problem (LVP) given a set of feasible parameter values. Ossen and Hoogendoorn (2008) highlight two main draw-
backs of such a method. (i) An optimal process is undertaken to determine the best ﬁt between the simulated and the mea-
sured data of the follower. Measurement errors can trigger substantial bias in the estimation results. Consequently, optimal
parameters do not best capture follow-the-leader dynamics. (ii) Optimization criterion are usually the root mean square er-
ror or the Theils’ coefﬁcients (Kesting and Treiber, 2008; Ossen et al., 2006; Duret et al., 2009; Brockfeld et al., 2005). How-
ever, such objective functions are really ﬂat and may corrupt the optimization results because multiple optimal or quasi-
optimal parameters can be found.
Theoretical properties of SNCF model provide a reliable method to determine shifts ~w overcoming the above-mentioned
drawbacks without simulation: (i) since the shift ~w is uniform along the vehicles trajectories, its spatial and time coordinates
(respectively), ~wjx ¼ sx and ~wjt ¼ sx=w (respectively) can be determined by following the shock path of speed w from one
trajectory to the next. These coordinates do not depend on the lead-vehicle speed, u. (ii) One can easily determine which
value of w provides uniform coordinates of ~w along the trajectories or at least minimizes discrepancy of the measurements
(assessed by the standard deviation). This criterion appears not to be ﬂat and prevent from identifying several optimal
parameters. Goodness of the ﬁt of the recorded trajectory is embedded in the variation of the measured ~w coordinates.
Let ~w denote now the optimal shift between a vehicle and its leader. For any point A of the leader trajectory, one can draw
a line of slope v. This line intercepts the follower trajectory at point B (see Fig. 2). One can then calculate the coordinates of
~v ¼ ~AB. These coordinates, ~v jt and ~v jx, are constant regardless the leader speed only if v is equal to w. To illustrate this prop-
erty, Fig. 2 depicts a pair of trajectories where the leader changes its speed from u1 to u2 and ﬁnally reached speed u3. Shift ~wFig. 1. Vehicles trajectories according to Newell’s CF model.
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Fig. 2. Measurement process for (a) v P w and (b) v 6 w.
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region u1;u2 and u3. In this case, sx ¼ ~v1 jx increases with the leader speed whereas sx ¼ ~v2 jx decreases.
This property is used to search the value of v that minimizes the variations in measurements of ~v jx along the trajectories
sample. Measurement of ~v jx are performed along the vehicle trajectories for various values of v. Then, the standard deviation
of these values is calculated to access to the invariant property of ~w. Finally, for each pair of vehicles, ~w is the shift ~v whereof
the associated value v minimizes the standard deviation of measurements of ~v jx.
With classical criterion such as mean square error between recorded and simulated data, objective functions heavily
weight prevailing situations. Impact of shockwaves on estimated parameters is smoothed by the function. Here, measure-
ment of ~v jx are gathered for range of lead-vehicle speeds and averaged. This emphasizes variations of ~v jx for various values
of u when v–w, but also permits to reduce measurements errors (Chiabaut et al., 2009). Indeed, inside a range of leader
speed, the mean value is more representative than individual measurement of ~v jx.
Thus, ~v jx measurements are performed every dt along the leader trajectory (dt ¼ 1=10 second, the frequency of the videos
of NGSim dataset). Then,~v jx are averaged by range of speed centered in uiðui 2 ½0 km=h; 50 km=hÞ for each of the tested shift
~v . Notice that an interval of 5 km/h ensures a sufﬁcient number of range of speed for the selected trajectories of the NGSim
dataset and enough measurements in each range of speed. The mean value of a range of speed ½ui  2:5 km=h; ui þ 2:5 km=h
is denoted ~v jxðui;vÞ. Then, the relative standard deviation sðvÞ of ~v jxðui;vÞ is calculated for each tested value of v:a
Please
ResearsðvÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
n
Pn
i¼1 ~v jxðui;vÞ ~v jxðui;vÞ
 2r
~v jxðui; vÞ
ð1Þwhere ~v jxðui;vÞ is the mean value of the ~v jxðui;vÞ. Note that the method can be carried out either on the time coordinate, ~v jt ,
or on the spatial coordinate, ~v jx.
The objective function s weights regions of different leader speed uniformly. Fig. 3 depicts evolution of s versus the value
of v for a pair of vehicles of the NGSim dataset. It conﬁrms that the shape of the objective function is very sharp. Therefore,
the parameters corresponding to the absolute extrema are determined without bias. Notice that this method is reliable if andb
Fig. 3. (a) Evolution of s versus v for a pair of vehicles of the NGSim dataset. (b) Trajectories of the vehicles.
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veriﬁed in Section 2.5 on experimental data.
2.4. Experimental results
For each vehicle pair of the experimental dataset, the value of v in [1 km/h; 100 km/h] that minimizes s (Eq. (1)) is cal-
culated. It is worth noticing that some trajectories reveal measurement errors: sudden stop of a vehicle, low speed but not a
lead-vehicle situation, sudden discontinuities in the leader trajectory. Instead of setting aside these vehicles by a visual
inspection, it turns out that such case tends to w values bigger than 50 km/h or smaller than 3 km/h. In the same time,
the associated value of sðwÞ is always bigger than 10%. Those vehicle pairs have then been disregarded from the analysis.
The ﬁnal set is constituted of 612 pairs (63% of the initial dataset). The criterion s is equal to 5.8%. Thus, Newell’s model
seems to accurately reproduces observed vehicle trajectories at a microscopic scale. It is then worth noticing that two
parameters are enough to represent the behavior of an individual vehicle in congestion. Nevertheless, one should verify that
these two parameters are constant in time for the trajectories of the ﬁnal set (see Section 2.5).
Fig. 4 shows the histograms of w and sx values for the 612 pairs of the ﬁnal set. The parameters of the distribution ofw are
w ¼ 18:1 km=h and r ¼ 10:3 km/h. The values of w match what can be found in literature (between 10 km/h and 25 km/h)
(Coifman et al., 2005; Windover and Cassidy, 2001; Chiabaut et al., 2009; Leclercq, 2005). Notice that the index of dispersion
ðr= wÞ is equal to 0.6, which indicates that w-values are not far from the mean but that heterogeneity in drivers behaviors
exists at a microscopic scale. The mean value of the distribution of sx is sx ¼ 6:9 meters and the standard deviation is
r ¼ 2:4 m. Minimal jam spacings stand inside of the empirical range in the literature (Cassidy, 2003; Laval, 2005; May,
1988). The index of dispersion is much smaller (equal to 0.35). The distribution is sharply centered on the mean value sx.
This is not surprising as most vehicles in the dataset are passenger cars.
Finally, the causes of the heterogeneity are explored. To this end, the vehicle size distribution is investigated. Fig 4c shows
the histogram of the length l of the vehicles of the ﬁnal dataset. The distribution is sharply centered on the mean value
l ¼ 4:8 m. The index of dispersion is very low (equal to 0.40). Thus, only one class of vehicles are involved in the NGSim data-
set. Heterogeneity in Newell’s model parameters cannot be due to vehicle features. Hence, one can conclude that variations
are generated by individual driving behaviors.0 10 20 30 40 50
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Fig. 4. Statistical analysis of results: (a) histogram for w; (b) histogram for sx; (c) histogram for l.
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The results obtained in Section 2.4 are reliable if and only if SNCF model holds on selected trajectories. This means that
parameters are constant in time. Thus, even if driving behavior may vary from one vehicle to the next, estimated parameters
w and sx do not change along the trajectories for a pair of vehicles (Newell, 2002). This will be veriﬁed on experimental data.
Thus, the study is now focused on the evolution of the space-coordinate of the optimal shift ~wwith respect to time, ~wjxðtÞ,
for each pair of vehicles of the ﬁnal set. To this end, trajectories have been divided in equal periods of time DTi (Fig. 5). Then,
measurements performed in Section 2.4 are averaged by time period DTi. Mean value of ~wjx are now calculated by range of
time rather by range of speed:a
Please
Resear~wjxðDTiÞ ¼ 1n
Xn
j¼1
~wjxðtjÞ ð2Þwhere tj are the measurement dates in time period DTi and n is the number of measurements during DTi.
If Newell’s model is valid for a pair of vehicles, then ~wjxðDTiÞ have to be constant in time, i.e. variations are small from one
period to the next. To assess the constancy in time of ~wjx, the relative standard r of ~wjxðDTiÞ
 
is determined. This study is
carried out for each pairs of vehicles of the ﬁnal set.
Notice that only three time period are required to ensure that DTi is always longer than 15 s. Such a value permits (i) a
sufﬁcient number of measurement in each DTi always bigger than 150 and that (ii) vehicles change speed at least one time
during the period. Otherwise, coordinates of any shift ~v remains constant in time.
Fig. 6a shows the histograms of r ~wjxðDTiÞ
 
for the 612 pairs of vehicles of the ﬁnal set. The mean value of the distribution
of r ~wjxðDTiÞ
 
is equal to 0.07%. The cumulative distribution of r ~wjxðDTiÞ
 
(see Fig. 6b) reveals that 78% of the pairs of vehi-
cles present a variation of ~wjxðDTiÞ less than 10%. These values are consistent to conclude that parameters are constant in
time for the trajectories of the ﬁnal set. This conﬁrmed that SNCF model accurately reproduces observed vehicle trajectories
at a microscopic scale. Thus, the results obtained are suitable and furnish an estimation of the optimal shifts of SNCF model
for the selected trajectories.b
Fig. 6. Statistical analysis of results: (a) histogram for r ~wjxðDTiÞ
 
; (b) cumulative distribution of r ~wjxðDTiÞ
 
.
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Let ~wi denote the shift associated with vehicle i, where subscript i denotes the rank of the vehicle in the platoon. We are
now going to consider platoons gathering nþ 1 vehicles and study wave propagation at a macroscopic scale, i.e. determining
the mean shift ~Wn between vehicle 1 and nþ 1. Fig. 7 shows how wave propagates at a microscopic scale: shifts ~wi follows a
random walk in the t—x plane (Newell, 2002). It follows that ~Wn corresponds to a linear combination of ~wiðsxi=wi; sxi Þ.Please
Resea~Wn ¼
Xn
i¼1
~wi ð3ÞIts coordinates are:~Wn jt ¼
Xn
i¼1
sxi
wi
ð4aÞ
~Wn jx ¼
Xn
i¼1
sxi ð4bÞThe slope Wn of ~Wn is given by:Wn ¼
Pn
i¼1sxiPn
i¼1
sxi
wi
ð5ÞThis motivates the expression of the ~Wn coordinates as the average of the individual parameters of SNCF model. We look for a
model with equivalent wave propagation at a macroscopic scale. Its solution should match with ~Wn for a platoon of ðnþ 1Þ
vehicles. Such a model would be Newell’s model with appropriate uniform parameters (Leclercq, 2007). This last model is
referred in the sequel as the deterministic NCF model (DNCF). To determine such parameters, one should look for the con-
tinuum limit of ~Wn when n goes to inﬁnity.
The case of ~Wn jx is easily solved. The Central Limit Theorem states that the distribution converges toward the standard
normal distributionN in distribution. Thus, considering that the platoon is long enough, the parameters sxi can be estimated
by the arithmetic mean of the distribution independently of its shape. Then ~Wn jx is equal to n:sx where sx is the arithmetic
mean.
Since the distribution of sxi converges to its arithmetic mean, we will establish that the average wave speed,
w ¼ limn!1ðWnÞ, is the harmonic mean of individual wave speed wi. To prove this formula, we will proceed in two steps.
First, we will show that if the jam spacing sxi are uniform among drivers, w is actually the harmonic mean of wi. In a second
step, it will be proved that the latter remark is veriﬁed regardless the distributions of sxi and wi.3.1. Uniform jam spacing
In this section sxi is assumed to be constant and equal to sx. This corresponds to vehicles with the same length. Individual
wave speeds are still considered. No restrictive assumption is taken on wi distribution. Shift ~Wn can now be expressed as:Fig. 7. Individualized wave propagation.
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Please
Resear~Wn jx ¼ n  sx ð6aÞ
~Wn jt ¼
Xn
i
sx
wi
ð6bÞIt follows from the above-mentioned equations that the slope of ~Wn is:Wn ¼ nPn
i
1
wi
ð7ÞThis induces that the average wave speed of a ﬂeet of nþ 1 vehicles is the harmonic mean of the n individual followers wave
speeds. This is an important result because classically macroscopic behavior is estimated by arithmetic average. The last tra-
jectory of a platoon simulated with SNCF model is identical to the trajectory computed by NCF model with uniform param-
eters corresponding to the mean shift ~xn ¼ 1n ~Wn: ~xnðsx=Wn; sxÞ. For an inﬁnite platoon, wave speed can be determined by
taking the limit of Eq. (7), which is the inverse of the expected value of parameters 1=wi.w ¼ lim
n!1
ðxnÞ ¼ 1E½1=wi ð8ÞThus, one should use w and sx as parameters of an equivalent macroscopic model to produce the same macroscopic pattern.
However, the case of an inﬁnite platoon remains hypothetic. The only way to estimatew is to approximate it in the case of
a long platoon. Thus, it is appealing to study how Wn differs from w. To this end, the HOEFFDING’s inequality (9) provides an
upper bound to likely estimate the wave speed, with respect to the platoon size, according to a desired accuracy xw (in
km/h) (Hoeffding, 1963).P
Xn
i¼1
1
wi
 E 1
wi
  !
>¼ xw
" #
6 e
2x2
nðbaÞ ð9Þwhere ½a; b is the set of feasible values of 1=wi.
Fig. 8a displays the probability of estimating the harmonic mean with xw ¼ 0:5 km=h, versus the platoon size n
(1=a ¼ 1 km=h and 1=b ¼ 50 km=h). Obviously the bigger the number of vehicles is, the better the estimate. Moreover, care-
ful observation reveals that 10 vehicles in a row are sufﬁcient to accurately assess w regardless of the distribution shape. In
the same way, Fig. 8b presents evolution of the length of the conﬁdence interval with respect to the number of vehicles. The
point here is that small platoons sufﬁce to estimate the mean wave speed. This is an important result to estimate w in prac-
tice because we can only consider quite small platoons. Indeed, in the I-80 NGSim dataset, platoons mostly gather around 7
vehicles.
3.2. Distributed jam spacing
The latter assumption is now relaxed to a continuous distribution of sxi . In the previous section, only one distributed
parameter was involved in the calculus of the limit. We have now two distributed parameters and the convergence of their
ratio, sxi=wi, must be proved before taking the limit. Then, we are going to show that the associated macroscopic patterncite this article in press as: Chiabaut, N., et al. From heterogeneous drivers to macroscopic patterns in congestion. Transportation
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monic mean of the distribution of wave speed.
The coordinates of ~Wn are correspond to the general formula (4a) and (4b).
The point is to demonstrate that sxi=wi converges. We have already mentioned that the distribution of sxi converges to-
ward the standard normal distribution N in distribution. One can likely estimate the parameters sxi by their arithmetic
mean, sx, when the size n of the platoon is big enough. The spatial coordinate of ~Wn is thus equal to n  sx.
Next, according to the weak law of large numbers, the distribution of wi converges in probability toward its expected
mean value E½wi.
In accordance with the theorem of SLUTSKY (Billingsley, 1999, p. 21, Theorem 2.7), the pair of random variables ðsxi ;wiÞ con-
verges toward the pair ðN; E½wiÞ in distribution. Noticing that if f is a continuous function and if the random variable Xi con-
verges toward X in distribution, then f ðXiÞ converges toward f ðXÞ in distribution. Thereby, the random variable ðsxi=wiÞ
converges.
Thus, the average wave speed w can be written as the continuum limit of (4a). This equation can be formulated as the
harmonic mean of parameters wi, regardless the distributions of sxi and wi.Please
Reseaw ¼ 1
E½1=wi ð10ÞThis proves that ~xn ¼ 1n ~Wn converges towards a single ~w sxw ; sx
 
. It is now appealing to determine how quickly ~xn tends to its
limit. Identically to the case of uniform jam spacing, the HOEFFDING’s inequality (9) provide an accurate estimation of both
coordinates of ~Wn. Evolution of the conﬁdence level and of the length of the conﬁdence interval with respect to n follow
the same trend as in Fig. 8.
From (9) one can calculate the minimal number of vehicle required to provide an appropriate estimation of the average
parameter of SNCF model. Given a desired accuracy xsx for jam spacing, a desired accuracy xw for wave speed, and the same
level of certainty a for both variables, the minimal number of required vehicles, n is:n ¼max  2x
2
sx
logðaÞðbsx  asx Þ2
;
2x2w
logðaÞ b1
w
 a1
w
 2
2
64
3
75 ð11Þwhere sxi ; ½asx ; bsx  is the set of feasible values of sxi ; ½a1w; b1w is the set of feasible values of 1=wi and where the probabilities in
the HOEFFDING’s inequality (9) correspond to:P
Xn
i¼1
sxi  E
"
sxi
# !
>¼ xsx
" #
¼ 1 a ð12aÞ
P
Xn
i¼1
1
wi
 E
"
1
wi
# !
>¼ xw
" #
¼ 1 a ð12bÞWith the upper bound and the lower bound of the parameters estimated in Section 2, n is equal to 11 vehicles for a 95%
conﬁdence level and an accuracy of 95%.3.3. Application of the theory
To implement the analytical formula demonstrated in the previous section, platoons of the dataset of Section 2 will be
used. For each platoon, the shifts ~Wn are estimated between vehicles 1 and nþ 1. The method of Section 2 is performed
on ~Wn jt measurements. Distribution of Wn among platoons is obtained.
Then, average wave speeds, w, are calculated for each platoon as the harmonic mean of individual parameters of vehicles
involved in the platoon. Section 2 provides values of wi. Thus, w can be expressed as:w ¼ nPn
i¼11=wi
ð13ÞResults of the two approaches can thus be compared. The cumulative distribution of jWn—wj is presented in Fig. 9a.
Fig. 9a shows that the model predictions for the mean wave speed are in an interval of 5 km/h for 71% of the tested pla-
toons. However the dataset holds only small platoons (less than 10 vehicles). For each observed platoon size, the total num-
ber of platoons is shown in Fig. 9b. Notice that we excluded the single platoon formed by 3 vehicles. Nevertheless, the results
are in good agreement with the analytical ﬁndings. Mean values of jWn—wj by range of platoon size decreases with the
length of the platoon (Fig. 9b). It enforces the analytical ﬁndings thatWn converges towards the harmonic mean of wi. Thus,
one requires longer congested stable platoons to estimate accurately the macroscopic wave speed.cite this article in press as: Chiabaut, N., et al. From heterogeneous drivers to macroscopic patterns in congestion. Transportation
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a b
Fig. 9. Veriﬁcation results: (a) cumulative distribution of approximation error of w; (b) total number of platoons and mean values of jWn—wj by range of
platoons size.
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The ﬁrst insight of this paper is that a parsimonious method is proposed to estimate NCF parameters at a microscopic
scale. I-80 NGSim data analysis shows that at this scale driving behaviors vary from one vehicle to the another. This is in
agreement with previous observations (Ahn et al., 2004; Duret et al., 2009). Furthermore, driving behavior variability is ap-
praised here through the sx and w distributions.
The second insight is to formally establish relations between a stochastic microscopic model and its associated macro-
scopic pattern. Analytical formula shows that mean jam spacing corresponds to the arithmetic mean of individual jam spac-
ing whereas the mean wave speed corresponds to the harmonic mean. These ﬁndings make it possible to: (i) calibrate a
macroscopic model (e.g. DNCF model) from individual observations; (ii) establish that for large platoons (more than ten vehi-
cles) SNCF model and DNCF model calibrated with mean shift provide exactly the same results. This explains why the LWR
model (whose solutions are equivalent to DNCF model (Daganzo, 2006)) is known to provide accurate results in congestion
at a macroscopic scale even if it does not account for individual driving behaviors.
An important corollary of the ﬁndings of the paper is that the order of vehicle creation has no impact in a microscopic
stochastic simulation. Indeed, every permutation of a set of ~wi leads to the same macroscopic pattern. This is a convenient
property for a microscopic simulation tool.
This paper focuses on congested trafﬁc where drivers heterogeneity appears to have no impact at a macroscopic scale.
Further research should be conducted to study free-ﬂow situations and nearly congested situation. Indeed, individual disper-
sion or vehicle type may affect travel time values but also trigger phenomenon such as lane changes, lane speed difference, or
various merging behaviors (Laval and Daganzo, 2006; Laval and Leclercq, 2008). This is being investigated by the authors.Acknowledgements
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